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Some minor shelf wear on corners; child has written with ink on title page; slight tear on title page;

First Edition. Do I really want to sell this or keep it for my grandchildren? It will provide hours and

hours of quiet entertainment!
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We have come a long way since "Where's Waldo" eh? A mind stimulating activity mixed with one of

my son's most favorite charaters. He has quite the time alone or with someone (great for grandpa's

and grankids)searching for all of the characters.. and when you have found them all there are more

things to look for in the back! Don't worry.. next time you come back to this book you will have

forgotten where everyone is and have the fun of looking all over again!

I went through a period of about a month where my 5 year old and I had to read this book every

night. After the first week, he became even more excited when I pointed out the extra things to find

that are in the back of the book. Even though he has everything memorized, he'll still ask for it from

time to time, and I don't mind reading it with him.

I bought for my scooby lover, he has liked the seek & find books, but is ready for the next skill level

& this was just perfect. He can find the scooby gang really fast but the other pictures he has to stop

& think, which is good for him to slow down.



Gave this to my 4 year old for Christmas. Him and his brother love the book. I have already had to

use tape bc the binding is coming apart (2 weeks old). Which I have been doing the book with my

boys so it hasn't been abused. Also can't seem to find the gold coin on the second page? That

could be user error:) my 2 year old likes it better than the 4 year old.

I got this book because the kids love Scooby Doo. It is alright, but lost the kids interest pretty

quickly. I got it used and a good price, so overall was good.

Son loved this book and loves looking for all the items and the little story that goes along with each

page

My Lil one loves to find scooby. Though that's all she looks for lol
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